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Walking Transitions
Walking on historical ways of pilgrimage as a new method of social work aims, to leave the trodden paths in the work with young people. Leaving the speech-based trainings and counseling in doors in the social and natural environment can be a first step to reflection and personal development.

Projects have been developed in some European countries, since several years, in which the traditional idea of pilgrimage is used in a modern way of social work. They take people on the way, who are in desperate situations, without work, in poorness or offended to prison.

The project “Between Ages: Network for young offenders and NEET” (Erasmus+) with partners in Belgium, France, Italy and Germany is collecting these experiences and doing research on theoretical background. On a second international conference in Sala Del Carroccio, Piazza del Campidoglio, Rome results of this project will be presented and discussed.

The conference invites all, who will start new ways with offenders and NEET’s, aiming to reach a better future.

There is no fee for participation.
For registration:
https://www.soscisurvey.de/BA-Network/
Course

14:00-14:20  The importance of new ways for NEETS
Centro Europeo di studi di Nisida
Representative of the Rome Municipal

14:20-14:45  Youth in precarious lifestyle-Transitions and critical life situations: Pilgrimages as a social pedagogical method
Prof. Dr. Angela Teichert,
FHD Dresden, Germany

14:45-15:10  Working with non-professionally trained companions as walking guides of young offenders and youth at risk
Stef Smits, Alba VZW, Belgium

15:10-15:30  Paths and judicial pilgrimages. The Spanish experience
Moncho Trigo, Association „Guillermo de Arnotegui“, Madrid, Spain

15:30-16:00  Break

16:00-16:30  The way in Italy: an educational setting and training
Dott. Luca Ansini,
University Rome, Italy

16:30-17:00  Transnational ways - experiences and ideas
Jacques Nouvel, SEUIL,
Paris, France

17:00-17:20  Experiences with walking with NEETS and disabled persons
Josep Ma. Vilaseca,
Comunita la Mimosa,
Il Portico, Italy

17:30-19:00  Italian perspectives: What can be the way in the next time
Discussion with guests,
Moderation: Roberta Cortella
Place of Conference: Sala Del Carroccio, Piazza del Campidoglio, 00186 Roma, Italy

Con il patrocinio di Roma Capitale
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